Course Information for Computer Network Management & Technology

NET123 Computer Hardware Basics – Look inside a computer and understand all the parts.

NET235 CCNA Cisco 1 – First of four classes towards CCNA certification – looks at networking concepts.

NET236 CCNA Cisco 2 – Configure routers and switches and using ACLs.

NET237 CCNA Cisco 3 – More advanced configuration of routers and switches plus VLANs.

NET238 CCNA Cisco 4 – Look at WAN technologies.

NET270 Mobile Application Development – Learn Java & mobile platforms.

NET271 Mobile Application Development 2 – Create apps for mobile devices.

NET304 Windows Workstation Operating System – A study of workstation operating systems software.

NET314 Windows Server – Setup a network server.

NET334 Implementing Windows Network Infrastructure – Study the protocols used in enterprise networks.

NET453 UNIX – Learn about the newest versions of Linux & how to setup Ubuntu or Red Hat.

NET614 Network Security – Security services are very important for computer networks.

NET816 VMWare – Setup a Virtual environment on your PC or server.

NET779 Desktop Application Support – Learn about supporting desktop applications and participate in a help desk.

NET785 Fundamentals of Desktop Support – Learn help desk skills for delivering excellent customer support.